Magazine reports: personality profiles/biographical essays  (Note: your job is to find a well-written profile. Sometimes a piece of writing may be advertised as a profile but it is just a chronological listing of events. A real profile is an essay with a hook, angle, and theme.)

due dates (circle one):   #1 Thurs 2/11 #2 Tues 3/24 #3 Thurs 4/16 #4 Tues 5/5

Choose only one by circling the number. Fit your writing onto the front and back of this paper.

1. Write a letter to the editor of the magazine where you comment on the profile.

2. Tell what the subject of the interview or profile learned from his or her experiences. Tell how the subject grew or changed from his or her experiences. (The subject is the person the article is about, not the student!)

3. Write a letter to the author.

4. Write a review about the profile or interview, a review that can be published in our ESL newspaper The Seal.

5. Write a letter to the subject of the profile or interview.